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Make a run for the border!

Hunger event
The 10th Annual Hunger Event
will be held today, Nov. 16. To
participate in this event, students
sign up to donate either breakfast or lunch. Last year about
900 meals were donated with an
estimate for over 1,400 mealsdonated this year.

Application deadline
The graduation application
deadline for winter 1996is Dec.
8, 1995. Students planning to
graduate Fall Qu~er (March
15, 1996) must tum in an application and pay fees to the Academic Services Office by the .,.
Dec. 8, deadline. Students in the
Education program can pick up
their application in the Certification Office in Black Hall.

Teacher position open
Sanda City. Japan's sister city
to Kittitas County, will hire an
Assistant English Teacher
(AET) to teach English in junior
high schools in that city. The
position will be for a 1-year
term starting in April 1996.
Those interested in this position
must submit a letter of interest
and a resume to the Office of
International Studies and Programs no later than Friday, Dec.
1, 1995. Further questions
should be directed to Chris
Andresen at 963-3612.

Name change
Effective Immediately, the official name of what has been
known as the College of Behavioral, Natural and Social Sciences, is now changed to the
College of the Sciences. Reasons for this change were simple:
the previous name is too long
and cumbersome.

Ware Fair
This ~nnual holiday, arts, crafts
and food festival will kick-off
on Nov. 29, 1995 in the SUB.
This is your chance to buy some
early Christmas gifts! The fair
will run through Dec. 1, 1995.

Lighting festival
The annual Leavenworth
Lighting Festival will be Saturday, Dec. 2, 1995. Those interested ih signing up to attend the
lightingshoulddosoin theTentN-Tube in the SUB. The cost is
$7 .50 per person and those
signed up for the trip will depart ·
at 11 a.m. from the Hertz Parking lot.
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Kyndra Stevens/The Observer

Starting next month, Central students won't have to drive 40 minutes to get a Double Decker Supreme or any other favorite
Taco Bell menu item. Construction for the new restaurant started Oct. 26, and should be completed in mid-December.

Canyon Road Taco Bell slated to open Dec. 19
by Jerry Ockfen
Staff reporter
Over the Christmas holiday our
own local 24-hourTaco Bell should
be open for business, serving u:p
favorite menu items.
The new restaurant is being constructed on the eastside of Canyon
Road behind Arby's. Construction
began Oct. 26 with expected completion Dec. 19.
Lugo Construction of Fife is building the 2,200 squm:e-foot taco franchise. The restaurant's capacity will
be 70 patrons along with parking for

34 vehicles.
This new restaurant brings will
bring up to 30 full and part-time
job opportunities. Since the restaurant will be open 24-hours a day,
there will be a variety of shifts.
Interviews for Taco Bell jobs "'.ill
be at Employment Services, located at 607 Mountain View Road
(across from the Bimart parking
lot), on Monday, Dec. 4, from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. Applicants need to
bring a soCial security card and
work history information.
ForCentral students, the new fran-

chise will bring a bigger choice in
fast food.
"On my first trip to the local Taco
Bell, I will order I 0 soft tacos, because they are cheap," junior Jeff
Davis said.
Running to the border won't take
as long, either.
· "It is great that the Taco chain is
moving here because I will no longer
have to wait to go home or travel to
Yakima for Taco Bell," junior
Wendy Townsend said.
But, there are differing opinions
about the new restaurant.

"I'd feel better if they were closer
to campus, it is not within walking
distance, so I won't eat there," senior Kelly Lawing said.
"I don't think we need it, we've
got Taco Time. Taco Bell deals in
quantity and Taco Time with quality," junior Michelle Perhatch said.
Now there will be a choice of Taco
Bell and Taco Time.
''Taco Time will continue to have
the highest quality service as well as
serve the highest quality product in
Ellensburg," Taco Time manager
Jim Pcrric said.

Area businesses to take part in 'Toys for Tots' drive
by Kari Belton
Staff reporter
Bravo Company, 4th Tank
Battalion with the Marine
Corps Reserve in Yakima, will
£!CC,ept do.nation.s fpr th~ f}nnual
Toys for Tots drive fr'om
Wednesday Nov. 22 through

Dec. 15.
"It is .an opportunity to help
people, and give something
back to the community," participant Amel Narvez said.
Contributions of children's
toys can be made at the city
'pool,, Children's Museum and

Payless. Bimart and Super
He said anyone planning to
One Foods will also collect domake a cash contrihution can
nations.
specify that it he used toward
David Forsythe, a member of the
purchase
of
the
the reserve unit, said monetary
organization's Christn1as gift
contributions made to the pro- · baskets. The baskets ,will be
gram -won't necessai;ily benefit 1 delivered to , area families for
children in Kittitas County.
the holidays.

Reported domestic violence-cases increasing in Kittitas County
by Carrie Starbuck
Staff reporter
When violence erupted last
month between a 28-year-old
woman and her 28-year-old husband in the Brooklane Vi11age
Apartments, it brought the issue of
Domestic Violence closer to campus.
Such as this occurence, most
domestic violence cases reported
(as well as unreported) are among
parties who are in direct relation to

one another.
Approximately 21 percent of
the offenders responsible for the
260 murder or non-negligent homicide victims reported in Washington in l 992 were intimately
known by the victim_, the Crime in
Washington State Annual Report
stated.
Catherine Olevnik, coordinat~r
of the Domestic Violence/Sexual
Assau It Program in Kittitas
County , said that within the lower

County District Court there were:
.. 49 Domestic Violence Cases reported.in 1992
90 reported in 1993
102 reporte_d in 1994
In a' J4 month span from Oct. of
1993 to Sept. of 1994 there were
947 new clients as a result of domestic violence.
Also , within just a 6 month span
from Sept. of 1994 to March of
1995, there were I 020 new cli.ents. That's almost a 50 percent

rise on a month to month hasis .
Quite a significant rise since last
year. and that is only the reported
cases.
Stati~tics show that violence on
campus, including .sex offenses,
murder. rohhery, and aggravated
assault. arc on the rise. In 1992.
there were 312 total crimes. while
in 1993 the total number went
down 13 percent and then .up again

See HELP/Page 2
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Pyromaniac hits MuZzan~·, snoWbans hit:Student;Vi:t1age,.
Monday, Nov. 6, 9:11 p.m.
A 21-year-old Muzzall resident
reported that someone burned the
string on his door board that held a
pen.
Campus police .chief Steve
Riuereiser said there have been
several of these types of fire-related incidents in Muzzall Hall, and
the department ·is concerned that
these "'pranks'· may gel out of hand.

Monday, Nov. 6, 11:15 p.m.
A 19-year-okl woman reported
that she ·was being harassed over
the telephone. The telephone number of the caller was identified, and
police are in the process of following up on this case.

Tuesday, Nov. 7, 12:45 a.m.
A 23-ycar-old Student Village
B-section resident reported that a
snowball broke his window, causing $100 damage.

. Tuesday, Nov. 7, 12:59 a.m.
A 22-year-old Student Village Fsection · resident reported that a

had sounded after a smoke detector
was struck with a football.
The incident was determined to
be an accident.

Campus
Cops

Tuesday, Nov. 7, 7:50 p.m.

snowba11 broke his window, causing $100 damage.

had a bloody nose. Neither of the
men pressed charges.

A Muzzall resident reported that
corners of various posters in the
hall.'s lobby were burned. One of
the buttons
the .elevator p_anel
also was melted. Rittereiser said
the·vandalism was probably done
with a lighter ..

Tuesday, Nov. 7, 1:42 a.m.

Tuesday, Nov. 7, 4:20 p.m.

Wednesday, Nov. 8, 12:40 p.m.

A 21-year-old Carmody-Munro
resident reported that a snowball
broke her window screen, causing
$20 damage.

Two 18-year-old men were contacted by campus police when an
18-year-old . Meisner resident reported that they had broken her
window with a snowball. Both of
the suspects said it was an accident
and volunteered to pay for the $50
of damage.

A Brooklane resident reported
that her Ford Taurus was taken
without permission possibly by her
16-year-old son and his friend.
The son admitted to campus police that he and a friend took the car
for a ride and caused $2,500 worth
ofdamage to it.
The second suspect is still at large.

on

by Lisa Pemberton-Butler

Tuesday, N~v. 7, 11:10 a.m.
Campus police were dispatched
to a fight in the S-10 parking lot
(near the_ Psychology building)
where two 26-year-old men were
fighting over who was going to
drive home.
One of the men had a bruise under his right eye, and the other man

Tuesday, Nov. 7, 7:24 p.m.

Wednesday, Nov. 8, 6:50 p.m.

Ellensburg Fire Department and
campus police responded to a fire
alarm that sounded in Davies Half.
Investigators found that the alarm

A 22-year-old Davies resi.d ent left
his laundry unattended in the Davies
west laundry room. When he re-

turned, he found his clothing scattered about and five pairs of jeans,
valued at $200, were missing.

Thursday, Nov. 9, 5:08 p.m.
A 23-year-old Student Village
resident reported that the front and
rear tires of her bike were stolen.
Total loss was $150, and police
have no suspects.

Thursday, Nov. 9, 10:30 p.m.
A 20-year-old Hitchcock resident
was charged with possession of
marijuana and drug paraphernalia.
Police recovered a small amount
of marijuana, a bong, several pipes
and other miscellaneous paraphernalia from the scene.

Friday, Nov. 11:52 a.m.
A 19-year-old man reported that
his 1973 Chevrolet van was broken
into when it was parked in the H-18
parking lot. Stolen from the van
was $10 cash and $120 worth of
miscellaneous cassette tapes. There
was $60 damage to the van's wing
window.

HELP: Prqgrams to end violence
Fr()~

page .1

31 perc:e.nt in 1994, largely related
to theft. Fortunatcly, there. arc many prog~ams· to help stop violence and to ·-.
help make society .aware of the
growing pr9blems .while presenting a·possihle hremedy.''
On campus programs include;
S.T.E.P.S. (Students and Staff for
the Education and Preventi()n of
Sex.ual Assault), Women's Resource Center, as well as the Student Health and Counseling Center. Among the state programs, the
Office of Crime Victims Advo-

cacy (OCVA), a department of
Community, Trade and Economic
beveloprnent in · Olympia, Washington, is "Serving as a Voice
Within State Government for
Crime Vi_c tims and Th~~~ 'F'arnilies.';. This year's theme: "Working Together to Stop Violence
Against Women: A Call for Every
Community to Respond."
For more information on these
.programs, call campus information for.telephone listings and call
or write Office of Crime Victims
Advocacy (OCV A) in Olympia,
P.O. Box 48300, 98504.

. Jfoth Thelen and Larse.o-L¢Vier
pQinte<:I O~t that CQll{}ge $1;\lQent'.;.cart

flnd themselves undera Jot of stress,
''TI)ey say thatci>llege years are the
best years of your life,'' Thelen saiq,
'~but I think they are also the ~t
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I 09 W.3rd I Ellensburg, WA 98926

Unique clothing and jewelry at affordable prices
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· ···when fair?'····
Nov. 29 - Dec. 1, 1995
Hours: 10am-5pm, 29th&1st
10am-8pm, 30th

expires. Nov. 30, 1995

why fair?
_ Hosted primarily for
the CWU Conmunlty: students, ,
faculty, staff, an" alumni
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war: .. it's the nature of the serVice." _.' Rob 'Farias
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Reflections in the sand Remembering the Gulf War
Pe!ldleton, Calif. when he got the
word about the Iraqi invasion of
Kuwait.
During the early morning hours
''This guy we had in our platoon
ofJanuary 17, 1991, the night sky
· said 'Hey we're going to war!',"
over the Persian Gulf was shathe said. "I didn't think it would
tered with the roar of aircraft and
come to anything ... I was wrong."
missiles, all heading 'downtown'
Topmiller's unit was put on alert, ·
toward Baghdad. Through the air
and by the end of August he was
offensive and ground campaign of
stepping off of a C-5 transport in
the Gulf War, thousands of solAl Jubayl, Saudi Arabia.
diers, sailors, airmen and Marines
His unit was sent north to Camp
faced the rigors of combat.
15, a military base 50 miles south Today, 30 Gulf War veterans atof Khafji. They began running
tend school here at Central. Here
eight man mounted patrols in _
are some of their ~tories.
Humvees, searching for signs of
Troy Frostad-Air Force
Tom Beierman surveys the damage at Kuwait City International Airport
enemy activity.
after it was retaken by U.S~ Army and Marine forces.
When the war started,
Troy Frostad has the distinction
Toprniller's team continued to obof being the only Air Force veteran
here."
serve the border for signs of activof the Gulf War on campus.
Rob
Farias
Marine
surrender.
they
linked
up
with
the
l
st
Battality. After several weeks, his team
Frostad, a business administra''That's war," Farias said. "You
ion, 8th Marines, to provide fire
Corps Reserves
was rotated back to Camp 15 for a
tion major from Kettle Falls, was
shoot up the enemy, then you give
support for the infantry.
rest period.
assigned to the l 703rd Air RefuelDuring the ground war, the king
'em band aids."
"The active duty grunts loved
The night that they went to the
ing Wing at Malmstrom Air Force of the battlefield was the Ml-Al
Rob
Farias
is
a
sergeant
now,
us,"
Farias
said.
"The
first
day
we
rear,
the unit that had taken over
Base in Montana when he got the
tank. Rob Farias, a 25-year-old
still
serving
with
Bravo
Company
were
with
them,
they
flew
out
a
'
their position was hit
call to go to 'Saudi'.
psychology major from Seattle, can
53'
(transport
helicopby
a large· Iraqi ar"I was a replacement and got
attest to that.
ter)
loaded
with
hot
mored
force headed
notified at the end of November,"
In 1990, Farias was a student at
chow
...
we
got
treated
south
from
the Al
I went over there with a sense that I'll do my
Frostad said. "I had two days to get
Highline Community College in
pretty
good."
Wafra
oil
field
toward
ready to fly. I knew I was going
Des Moines. He was also a reservtour, get out, go to college...I got over there
Farias,
who
was
a
Khafji.
because I was the youngest, and I
ist in a Marine tank company. One
and realized, it could all end here~
Lance Corporal reReflecting back on
was also single."
night early in December, he re-Troy
Frostad
sponsible
for
loading
the
war, Topmiller has
Frostad, whose rank was Senior , ceived 'the call' to report in for
his
tank's
m~in
gun,
no
illusions of what Airman, was a firearms instructor mobilization orders.
watched
the
border
the American experience in the
in Yakima. He has no reservations
On Dec. 15,
and waited for 'the word.' On Feb.
about leaving school if he is ever -Gulf was about.
1990, he re23, it came. The company moved
"It gave me an understanding of
called up again.
ported in to
up to an assembly area, and at 3 :30
things that Americans never see...
"When you join the military,
his
unit,
a.m. on Feb. 24, Bravo Company
hardship in the U.S. is getting up
there's always a possibility you're
Bravo Comheaded through the minefields into
for an 8 o'clock class or no cable
going to war," he said. "I underpany,
4th
Kuwait.
At
11
a.m.
they
had
their
·
TV,"
he said. "Try not having -hot
stood that when I joined as a reTanks
in
first
contact
with
a
force
of
tanks
chow or not taking a showers for a
servist, and I don't have a problem
Yakima.
and armored Pt:?rsonnel carriers.
Within · two
with going again. It's the nature of month. You live like an animal,
"We got into our first firefight,"
sitting in a hole with your rifle ...
the service."
days the comFarias
said.
"We
were
haulin.
'
ass
pany
had
(and) we started lightin' 'em up ...
packed their
then they started surrendering en
gear, issued
masse."
weapons,
The company took several dozen
written wills
and powers of prisoners of war and held them
until the infantry moved up to take
attorney, and
them south. Then Bravo Company
were on a
continued heading north toward
plane headed
Kuwait City. At6 a.m. on Feb. 25,
south
for
1991, they got into their second
Twentynine
Troy Frostad prepares for
firefight They were sleeping when
Palms, Calif.
a SCUD missile attack.
several Marines on watch heard
Once they
the sound of armored vehicles
headed south toward the infantry
arrived, the unit was given an abin the Air Force. When he arrived
positions.
breviated course on the Ml-Al
at King Khalid International Air"The guys were shouting 'We
Lank, as the reservists were still
port in Saudi Arabia he was tasked
got tanks comin' ! We got tanks
using the older M-60 tank. Two
with helping run the base armory.
Aircraft handlers aboard the USS Abraham Lincoln
comin' !'"Farias said. "We started
weeks later, the company had finHe also worked with the intelliprepare A-6 Intruder bombers for a mission over Iraq.
shooting 'em ..•. it turns out it was
ished a cour~e that normally took
gence section, reading reports on
a battalion of 35 tanks. All I reover six weeks. They left CaliforIraqi troop movements and briefmember is firing and loading, firniaand headed for Al Jubayl, Saudi
ing senior officers on the base.
Chris Topmiller-Active It's dehuma-nizing."
ing and loading."
Arabiajust as the air war started.
The war started for Frostad at
Duty Marine Corps , · r:f9m ~ei~r:-~a~-Army
Once in -Saudi- A-rabja; the M~- · · Within IO minutes, the 14 tanks
1:22 :am. on Jan. 17. At that time
During the' Gulf War most' operarines received th~'irtan.R:s 1 did. some of Bravo Company had destroyed
In the movie 'Heartbreak Ridge,'
he g~t :the first confirmed reports
. ti«;ms were 'done d1Jdng per,iod~ o'(
34 tanks. The Iraqis started pourmore training, then headed north to
Clint Eastwood portrayed 'Gunny
that· 'Baghdad was under attack.
. low\;isibilhy, such
night-time.
the border. When they got .there, . ing in, hands over their heaQ_s: to . Highway,' the leader of a_Marine
Being"p...rivy to intelligence reports,
For former Am1y h~licopter crew ·
Recon platoon that gets , thrown ·
he knew beforehand that if Iraqi
chief Tom Beierman from Ephrata,
into the middle of a firefight during ·
forces were attacked, Hussein
the darkness meant safety and sethe Grenada invasion. Chris
· would fire off his SCUD missiles
curity from the enemy.
Topmiller, a 25 year old history
in the Kuwaiti Theater of Opera"We overflew an enemy encampmajor from Ellensburg, is here to
tions (KTO) at Saudi Arabia.
. ment (at night)," he said. ''They
say that's not what Recon is all
As promised, Saddam launched
started shooting ':it ... our ·sound...
about.
his missiles at a variety of targets in
we
started
our
evasive
"Recon's job (is) to watch the
Saudi Arabia, including several
maneuvers ... the pilots punched in
enemy-not engage (them)," he said.
missiles aimed at King Khalid Airthe coordinates. radioed in (to hase ),
"If you engage-you've failed the
port.
and five minutes later two F-l 5s
mission."
Frostad, who was on duty at the
came in and had a little fireworks
Topmiller would know, espetime, donned his chemical protecdisplay.''
cially after serving with Recon
tive suit, grabbed his rifle, and
During the Gulf War, Bcierman
during his enlistment in the Masprinted to his barracks to wake up
was assigned to the 3rd Battalion.
rines; In August, I 990 he was a
the security police force. As· he
Lance Corporal assigned to Alpha
was running, he looked up and saw
See GULF/page 10
Company, lstReconnaisance Batthe S~UDs silhoutted against the
Rob Farias (left) and members of his tank crew scan the
talion. He was stationed at Camp
night sky. Moments later, two of

by Rob Kauder
Sports editor

them were
detoriated by
Patriot missiles less than
200 feet over
his head.
"I thought I
was gonna
bite it," he
said. "I went
over with a
sense that I'll
do my tour,
get out, go to
college .. .I got
over there and
realized, it
could all end

''

as

front for signs of enemy activity.
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OBSERVANCE
Preparation
Television talk
shows: Harmless fun helps remove
stress from
or social menace?
holidays

There is a question that has been rat.tling around in my head for
quite some time now.
Where have all the game shows gone?
It is nearly impossible these days to tum on the TV and sc~ the
beaming faces of hopeful contestants explode into unbridled joy
or collapse into despair depending on their success in the
lightning round.
These shows have been categorically replaced by the newest
trend in television programming: the TV talk show.
These shows have recently been the focus of attacks by groups
that find talk show content deplorable and the beginning of the
end of modem society.
Are they really the cause for the decline in morals in our
society?
I seriously doubt it. In fact, I sec these shows as one of the
lowest forms of bubble gum for the brain.
The people depicted on talk shows arc nothing more than
caricatures of segments of societies. Every stereotype is equally
represented, and all .are to the' extreme. ·
There are no halfway racists, partial slimeballs or mediocre
losers. Everybody pushes the envelope.
But in the large scheme of things, these shows are just fads.
They show up on our screens and saturate the airwaves with
sisters dating each others boy friends and coed Nazi crossdressing hoo~ers.
In no time at all, the shoe;)\ yalue of these types of shows will .
wear off and ~e)~~i~t~lr :e:x~~~<)·~qs\~ill hegiii programming
something else.h1.th'eit .dayti~, S.f<.'1\s .

your tires checked a few days
before your trip.

lated areas.
• Lock all doors and windows.
when leaving your car, even for
a minute.

• Plan your route , tr'a veling on
main roads and use a map.

• Never leave attractive packages or valuables in view. It's
best to lock these items in the
trunk.

• Carry a flashlight ,. . flares, a
fire extinguisher and a first aid

kit.

To the Editor,
The holidays offer us a time
to get together with family and
friends.
This joyous occasion can also
provide a considerable amount
of stress as we attempt to travel
when the weather is something
Jess than cooperative.
Most holiday traveling problems have a common denominator; a lack of preparation.
Here are some tips that, can
make holiday traveling a success:
• Have your car serviced and

• Carry traction devices, a blanket, bottled water and food if
you travel over mountain passes
or in unfamiliar areas.

• Consider a vehicle alarm system.

• Avoid traveling at night if
you can.

Taking a few extra precautions during your travels can go
a long way toward ke eping the
joy in your ho! iday season.

Safe holiday travel also
means reducing the chance of
being a victim of crime.
Most common is the theft of
belongings from a vehicle. _
You can reduce a criminal's
opportunity by:
• Parking in well-lighted, popu-

Sincerely,
Steve Rittereiser, chief
Campus Police
(ea. note· :forpass information tune
your raaio to .521.M 1610 or caff 1-

900-40 7 -PJISS)

nurnf Send letters to: The Obi
ber for .verification. ·
•server, Bouillon2?2, Ellen~~
All letters must be sub~
Please write to the reade( burg, ·. VfA 989?6, or bri~~
rnitted by 5 p.m. Friday r~ther t~~rf to ~nx ~~~c ·i ·f~.? the.m to the n~.wsroom · · ?
pefore th~ w~ek o.f pubfi,,. person. i
·.
)
</· (69uiJ19n 2?g, ~.p~~t073)? . )
cation date. Letters must ; The Ob$erver reserv~s th~ · · · . ·. If Y94 hi:lve YAK ~Qt
be typewritten. ·and le~s,:: rjgtJHq ~~dit for l~ngth~> sWle., · ~<;q1;1f}t;, wu ·niay· s~n<:1~ ~9Y~
~han 300 words. '·
'. ... 9rammat:~·ribel and matters»»Jett'ers·_ · addressed :>lo';
;. All letters. MUST Include~;·: 61 t~$tet- · ·
<:> Pbserv~r@9V't'.
Y~~9y~
, :.!::::. •
<: ·;;; :_.::· ·.
-· ··:::::'
\)}):::.f::. :._ :·.
your name and phon~
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Academic environment needs care in order to flourish
R

cccntly, a general manager of
a television stat i o n i n Ca I i forn i a
made.news because he
refused to air the Sally
Jesse Raphael Show
hccause of its content.
Even Oprah Winfrey has an
article in the TV Guide indicating she's really amazed ut what
other talk shows are doing and
ashamed of some of her earlier
shows, although she still he-

air represents reality or
fantasy.
Even more important
is how much docs that
behavior observed then become
part of the general way we interact with each other.
Hopefully, most people recognize the unique di ffercnce
of an academic environment
where the focus must be on the
cognitive and affective development.
I' rn sure some believe that

topics needing to he
· aired.
Our airwaves seem filled
with hosts each trying to outdo
each other and shock the audience.
One of the problems young
adults must confront is whether
certain things viewed on the
I
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what they see on television they
can freely adopt and replicate.
University environments are
fragile environments whose
goals and potentials · require
strict adherence to certai11 ideals, values and standards.
Yes, it is true that students
have rights and many of those
cannot be abrogated merely
because you become students
here.
However, there are some

for your living-learning experience at Central.
In order to learn, a certain
readiness must be present in
the learning, additionally,
disrespectful or disorderly
conduct that interferes with
the rights and opportunities
of others to pursue their
academic studies cannot be
to1erated and can become
grounds for disciplinary

minimum expectations we have . _see SHUMATE/page 7
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For the valley's best high,

SKYDIVE YAKIMA
U.S.P.A. Group Member
Certified Instructors & Jumpmasters

Tandem Jumps
Available ·

Instruction & First
Jump $175
Leonard Kunz

509-453-2847

Owner/Operator

Write a letter
to the editor
and let your
voice /;Je
heard.

n

For details, contact
Chris Andresen In the
Office of International
Studies and Programs
BEFORE Friday,
December 1.

c

w u
You are

a

!

you
You dial

COME JOIN US
FOR INFORMATION CALL
D. A.P. P. E. R. 963-3213
SUB 106

0 f

a

mooch.

hole in your pocket renders you

EVERY MONDAY AND FRIDAY
AT NOON IN SUB RM 107
EVERY WEDNESDAY
AT 3:00 PM IN SUB RM 104

n

But when

changeless,

r e I u c t a n t I y · call the folks

collect.

1 800 CALL ATT. '
Your pangs of guilt are

'l'ninirrial.

1II11 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~
I

'.

1 800 CALL ATT always costs less than 1~800-COLLECT...
Always works from any phone. And always gets you the reliable Al&'.f Network.

.. .. .'

'......
' ..
'

'

..

Know the Code. 1 800 CALL ATT. That's Your True Choice:"'

Looking for help with packing and
shipping for the holiday season?
Mail Boxes Etc.• will handle your holiday packages with care. Each MBE
Center provides expert packing

servtces and complete shipping services. We can help you ship fragile.

delicate. oversized or overweight
items.

ATS&T

llMAD.'"""5'1C" .

Your True Choice

:tr's NOT -~ WE Do.
IT's lfm£" WE Do fr.:'

110 w. 6lh

962-3810

• For interstate calls. Promotions excluded.
1-800-COLLECT is a registered rmdemark of MCI.

Iii
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'u'M£EEKLY
Sun~ay

Thursday
11/16/95
Great American Smokeout!

Tuesday
11/28/95

11/19/95
• Catholic Campus Ministry Mass held at 7 p.m.
in the Mary Grupe Center.

• The 10th Annual Hunger Event will kick-off
today. Sign-up at any dining hall to donate
either breakfast or lunch for that day.

• Trumpet Choir concert, directed by Tom
Gause, 3 p.m. in Hertz Reqital Hall.

• Public Relations Student Society of America
(PRSSA) meets at 6 p.m. in SUB 204.

Monday
11/20/95

• Randy Williamson, Career Counselor, will
hold the third of three informative workshops
"How to be Successful at Interviewing" from 2
p.m. to 3 p.m. in Shaw/Smyser 109.
•

• Cooper~tive Education Program Preemployment Workshop "Con;ipleting the Learning
Agreement" at 3 p.m. in Barge 202F.

~:

• Cooperative Education Program Pre-.·
employment Workshop "Completing the
•
Learning Agreement" at 2 p.m. in Barge 202F.

• FREE! Turkey Bowling from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. in
the SUB Cafeteria. Sign-up the day of the event.
Win a turkey! For more information call 9633512.

• The International Student Association will
present.a forum, "It's A Small World" to
discuss various cultures at 7 p.m. in Sue
Lombard. Call Michi at 963-8060 for more info.

Tuesday
11/21/95

• GALA meets at 6 p.m. in SUB 209.

• Public Relations Student Society of America
(PRSSA) meets at 6 p.m. in SUB 204.

• CWU music department instructor, John
Mickel, will present a computer-generated
music concert at 8 p.m. in Hertz Recital Hall.

• Native American Council meets at 6:45 p.m. in
the Chief Owhi Room in the SUB.
• Chi Alpha - Christian Fellowship meets at 7
p.m. in the Mary Grupe Center.

Friday
11/17/95

• Club S.O.D.A. (Students Organizing Decision
Awareness) meets at 7 p.m. in SUB 104. Come
for the fun. Come for the friends. Hope to see
you there.

• John Gerdes, associate professor of
chemistry will give a seminar, "Central
Nervous System Agents: A Look at the
Serotonin System" at 4 p.m. in Dean Hall 102.
For more information call 963-2811.

• CWU Classic Film Series presents ''The Set
Up" at 7 p.m. in McConnell Auditorium, Cost is

$2.50.

• Jazz Nite concert at 8 -p.m. in Hertz Recital
Hall. For rnore information call 963-1216.

• Concert, University Orchestra, conducted by
Daniel Baldwin, 8 p.m. in Hertz Recital Hall.

• "Bonedaddy" an alternative band will be
giving a concert Nov. 17, from 8 p.m. tilt 10
p.m. in Barto Hall,Lounge. Cos' Js $2 and .ca
be purchased at tne door. All are welcome.

.. ;· ·. ,·. · Wednesday · · ·· '.
1'1/22/95
Noon·Dismissal!

.~&
4 .

Saturday
1'1/18/95

.'

••

Thursday
11/23/95

. ·~11/.!se Can Help!

* Lay's
Potato
Chips

W!~

• Papa John's. Sub Pit 8 p.m.

Happy Turkey Day!

Are you having a case of the MUNOH,cs?

Regular ~9.57
,,~~l;
IS1i
Now Only s'f'!I&
~-

· • Club S.0.D.A. (Students Organizing
Decision Awareness) meets at 7 p.m. in SUB
104. Come for the fun. Come for the friends.
Hope to see you there.
• CWU Classic Film Series presents
"Delicatessen" at 7 p.m. in McConnell
Auditorium, Cost is $2.50.
• CWU music department presents a
. Symphonic Band and Chorale concert,
conduct'ed by Andrew Spencer at 8 p.m. in
Hertz Recital Hall.

Wednesday
11/29/95
• Geology Department Seminar Series "Paleofloods and their Geoarchaelolgical
Implications in South-Central Arizona" by
Dr. Gary Huckleberry from WSU's
Department of Geology, noon in Lind Hall

215.
• Alpha Epsilon Rho (AERho) video &
broadcasting club meets at 5 p.m. in
Bouillon 101. All are welcome.

Bi8ck Studeiil urlion meets at

• Campus Ambassador Christian Fellowship &
Ministry meets at 7 p.m. in SUB 208.

• CWU music department instructor will give
a guitar recital at 8 p.m. in Hertz Hall. General
Admission is $3.

/!, ,

• Chi Alpha - Christian Fellowship meets at 7
p.m. in the Mary Grupe Center.

§:

I

• Papa John's a p.m. in the SUB Pit.

Thursday
11/30/95
• Fastenal will be holding on-campus
interviews in Career Employment, Barge
204M. Fastenal is a fast growing industrial
distributor looking for IET and business
majors._You must be a senior, registered
with the office and sign-up in advance.
• Concert, Wind Ensemble, directed by
Larry Gookin, at 8 p.m. in Hertz Recital
Hall.

POSSIBLY PREGNANT?
CALL 925-CARE
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS!
*ACCURATE INFORMATION ON ALL OPTIONS
*MEDICAL AND COMMUNITY REFERRALS
*POST-ABORTION SUPPORT
*NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
ELLENSBURG PREGNANCY CARE CENTER
409 N. PINE ST.
925-2273

Ceramics Workshop

~' C per bag!
700 S. Main
925-4224

Mon. & Thurs. Evenings 7-9pm
Call to reserve a space
Good selection of
Greenware and Bisque

The Flower Basket

.

• Concert, Brass Choir, directed by Jeffrey
Snedeker at 8 p.m. in Hertz Recital Hall.

.tri19'
7V'

.

6p.,;;. in

the Chief Owhi Room in the SUB.

• Black Student Union meets at 6 p.m. in the
Chief Owhi Room in the SUB.

• Eighty-seven local students, ranging from
ages 5 to 20, who have been taking private -·
lessons in violin, piano, voice and other ·
instruments will be performing at 3 p.m. in
Hertz Recital Hall.

* Snapple 12 paok

• Native American Council meets at 6:45 p.m.
in the Chief Owhi Room· in the SUB.

·A-!· ._ ·•

• Alpha Epsilon Rho (AERho) video &
broadcasting club meets at 5 p.m. in Bouillon
· 101. All are welcome.
·

• CWU music department presents a student
junior piano recital at 1 p.m. in Hertz Recital
Hall. The concert is free and will be followed
by a reception in Hertz Hall 123.

• Cooperative Education Program Preemployment Workshop "Completing the
Learning Agreement" at 3 p.m. in Barge 202F.

.

:J.01 N. Pearl
962-5303

The Observer ,
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MAii AIVI ra1 Tll 1a111! IDI TDV CAI!
by Laura Lucchesi
Staff reporter

Picture
the
following
scene:
A Central student has been studying for a whole hour and starts
to feel the empty pit that is his stomach start to growl.
He frantically rummages through the food available and finds only
Top
R.a men
and
instant
coffee.
He knows that if he tries to force one more bowl of Ramen down his
throat,
it
will
come
righL
back
up.
He opens his wallet and finds his last two dollars.
The student knows that with those two dollars, he can purchase a hale and
hearty meal
at the college student's mecca ... Taco Bell.
Previously, Central students have felt the lack of a Taco Bell here in Ellensburg.
For too Jong of a time, the closest Taco Bell to Central has been in Yakima.
But during Christmas break, Taco Bell wi11 open its doors in Ellensburg.
Taco Bell has long been a favorite fast food restaurant of college students.
So what is it about Taco Bell that drives the average college student to a feeding frenzy?
The
answer
is
simple.
"You can get a good lunch that fills you up for a couple of bucks," said Todd Murray,
Electronic
Engineering
Te-c~.
Taco Bell is also relatively healthy fast food. Come on, they do have a Border Lights menu!
Ellensburg's Taco Bell will be located on Canyon Road, behind Arby's.
It will be a fair distance for those students without automobile transportation. But considering
the clamor raised by students to get a Taco Bell somewhere here in town, the distance will be easily
overcome
by
dedicated
Taco
Bell
fanatics.
Sure it would have been nice to have a Taco Bell right on Campus; but a Taco Bell downtown is
nothing
to
sneeze
at.
Not
al I
students
will
be
wi II i ng
to
go
downtown
for
a
bite.
"I'm just too lazy to drive to cat;' said Estevan Cabrera. Electronic Engineering Tech.
It would be easy to guess that the owners of the local franchise of Taco Bell will have a booming bus-iness from the start.
It .remains to be seen if. our town's Taco Bell will have the piece de resistance; the 24 hour drive-through window.
If
it
does,
plenty
of .
students
will
make
use
of
it.
A
24-hour restaurant in addition to Leaton's will be greatly . appreciated be.r~ .·. ip Ellensburg: Yi ·-.xJ' · · ·; c, ;'\i:·~
"There are a limited amount of s,tores/.r:estaurants in Ellensburg op~;a.fter thc.:houf.ef 10 p.m. Taco Bell will cater.t© an,-i ndividual•'s late • night' ~.. i • • •. :i:·' · • ·· ·- ·'
1
nee.d s,' 9 .
'. .._ s,a.id .
~
.. Bix
, · Cmz,
Public
- Relations :
. : . ~

...

..

t.

During a very unscientific poll. C~ntral students and staff responded to the followi~g. question ... If you could be any item on the Tac·o Bell menu, what
would
you
be
·
and
why?"
The
answers
were
varied
and
creative:
"I would be the Jight seven layer burrito, because it's complex and so am I," said · Kelli Box, .Marketing.
"A mexican pizza, because it
has everything on it and it's good," said Ann Reed, Public Relations.
"Beef and chicken enchiladas, so I can be gordo (huge in Spanish), and I can peck on people," said James Pappas, Dean of Academic Services·.
.. A light soft taco, because they' re healthy and I Ii ke being healthy," said Jen Wil Hamson. Business.
"'An enchirido-just to be nostalgic, cause they don't have them anymore," said Chris Urrutia, Print Journalism.
There
it
is,
Central
has
spoken!
,, !

Two bands converge an four.year project
Over the last four years
members of Tool and Failure have
converged to pay homage to their
· pop-culture icons.
Already familiar with each other
as gigging LA acts as far back as
early '91,
. Tool and Failure laid the ground

work for Replicants over the
course of Tool's rise to platinum
success.
After sharing a brief west coast
tour in '92, Tool invited Failure
on their post-Lollapalooza world
tour supporting Undertow.
Between tours the as yet

unrealized Replicaitts met
sporadically and without intent
in a rehearsal space with Paul D'
Amour from
Tool on guitar and Ken Andrews
and Greg Edwards from Failure
on bass/vocals and drums
respectively.
Returning from
thei"r world tour
with Chris Pitman
on keyboards and a
more
singular
purpose, Replicants
began practicing
their curious brand
of alchemy in
Fa.ilure's
then
newly acquired
recording studioa stroke of perfcct
irony that their first
experiments should
in vokc
Syd
Barrett's, "No Good
Trying."
What followed
was a Replicant
survey of their
combined
inrluences which
range from the

!

•

Ware Fair
draws near<

anglo-androgony of David Bowie
to the American-man, Neil
Young.
by Erick Hazelton
The eclectic col lectiun of covers Staff reporter
traces out a strange history.
You can't afford Nor~strom; _
It works its way back from the
synthetic emptiness of New Wave your financial aid ran out.
on Gary Numan's, "Are Friends Plastic money is no longer an
Electric?" and Missing Person's, -option, and you're sti11 blinded
"Destination Unknown," through by the blue light speciai. Never
the power pop of the tragic Marc fear, Ware Fair is near!
Bolan and T. Rex on his · Beginning Nov. 29, vendors.
ephemeral, "Life's a Gas" to the musicians and food booths will
transform the SUB into a
very twilight of 60's pop.
Here the Replicants experience whimsical wonderland of
the disoriented breach between creative crafts and wares.
Smart holiday shoppers will
Barrett an_d Pink Floyd and the
unfortunate fracture between . join the fair frenzy as they
search for that perfect gift.
McCartney and Lennon.
Regarding the latter, Replicants Even Santa wouldn't miss this.
Everyone wins at Ware Fair.
invite Tool's , Maynard Keenan
as guest vocalist on their macabre Local merchants will dazzle
investigation of Paul's, "Silly shoppers with everything from
Love Songs'' - his response to beads and baskets -to jewelry
their own haunted rephrasing of and jazz.
Grabbing an espressq and a
John's, "How Do You Sleep"
somehow making room for Steely bite to eat. you'll be ready to
Dan's "Dirty W cr J.. " and storm through this one-stop
shopping site with case.
Young's, "Cinnamon Girl."
Replicants offer this history as
a reverent expression of their own see WARE FAIR/page 8
reflections on pop in the dark.

..'.
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Smoke & Mirrors

© 1995 by Kit Felise

Dr. Bill is known for conducting
diabolical experiments! Who knows
What weirdness he has in store for
tonight!

Something strange is going on in
a local cemet.enj ...... Looks like old.
Dr. Bill. the neighborhood mod
scientist, is up to no good..
Sa4, Doc! Wh~h\fa doing1

Lets see..... Whats this
gu(s name.-

L---+---M~.rr-~-y~r·____,__

. Whv, resurrectton of courSJ

mv

I'm going to tiy o..t
fa
latest
formula
and
make
a
a..-+o-zom bI e slave out of Mr..,, uhh.-

Digging gravesf
Whats It look llke?

·-~!~.~-·

--. ~ ~....,.____~~::@·
LV
,,, ~:: . .

-L.

_,}

-

-

-

""""'----~

Mr.. "Lerov, Good friend
and Devoted Gerblf• ·

Tnj another cemetent. Doc..

WARE FAIR: Comes to SUB soon
But wait, there's more.
Ware Fair will offer live music too.
Classical,jazz, polyethnic folk, holiday
You'll find something for everyone choral and acoustic guitar are just a few
on your holiday list, even a little · types of music featured at Ware Fair.
something for yourself.
·
Amy Pickering, WareFairCoordinator,
is excited aoout lhis year's event.
"I hope it will attract more students by
loweringboothpricesandofferingmore
vendors with agreatervarietyofitems,"
said Pickering.
' Pickering hopes. a campus-wide
publicity blitz will draw students to the
May 1996
upcoming event.
CPA Exam Cycle
This year, over 70 vendors from
California, ldaho, Montana, Oregon
Starting Dates:
and Washington plan to attend.
Seattle Mon 12/4 6:00pm
Tacoma Sat 12/2 8:30am
Bellevue Sun 12/17 8:30am

From page 7

#1 Score in World on"'
, 6/95 Exam
Mark A. Lyons
CALL FOR FREE BROCHURE
230 Skinner Building
1326 Fifth Avenue
Seattle, WA 98101-2614
Seattle/BelVTac ..... (206) 624-0716
Portland ................. (503) 283-7224
Spokane ................ (509) 325-1994

Many local vendors and campus
clubs hope to cash in at Ware Fair.
Michael Berg, PR 'Director for
PRSSA,sayshisassociation is planning
a booth.
''We can't wait. Our chapter is thrilled
to be part of such an exciting event.
We 're hoping to make a lot of money:
It will be fun too," said Berg; adding
thatPRSSA plans to sell handmade gift
bags.
Just to wrap it up, remember: cheap
gifts, good food, great music and plenty
of holiday mood is just a SUB away.
Ware Fair will open Nov. 29 from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m., Nov. 30 from 10 am. to
8p.m.andDec.1from10a.m. toSp.m.
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Incorporated

* * *
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8 °1ANt fore> tZ~

420 N. Pine
925-7726

HAVE YOU CONSIDERED
BECOMING A McNAIR SCHOLAR?
The Ron9ld E. McNair Scholars Program
of
Central Washington University
)

is accepting applications for the 1996 Scholars competition
until January 31, 1996.
) 24 McNair Scholars will be selected for 1996; 21 Scholars will
receive a paid .summer re~earch internship.

McNair Scholars are entitled to:
visits to WSU and UW
workshops and seminars on applying for graduate school
tutoring for coursework
a~ist.ance in r.nat~~i.nl;J,. ~~~qlars, v,.tit~ jf aculty _ rr;-ientors in th~ir- .: . ,., "· ·,• .. .- ..
, . }~s~qrc;:~.E;lre9?
.. . .
. .. _
. ., ,
. , , , , _. .. ·, . , .i . , • • ,
· t ·. '. a¢<;;ess to the McNait 5cMlor R~soiJrce 1<ddrh\Vith tw9 .l.Cll,c;:onipute,i:s and 1
.... ma~erials for' graduate sch6ol 'prep'dr8fr6'n . .'.'J
)
'. .
•
, .
.
.r ::r~"' . r.:':. ". -:_ r,r!·~-· '~(~]"';~~
I
~ \ ·/.r ~'
, . ,
i',., ;"1•..
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THE WILLIAM 0 . DOUGLAS

THE WILLIAM 0. DOUGLAS
HONORS COLLEGE
and
CENTRAL WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY
present

LECTURES
in the
HUMANITIES
"ARITHMETIC,
POPULATION
AND
ENERGY"

DR. ALBERT A.
BARTLETT
PHYSICIST

+
+

Monday at 4 p.m.
November 20, 1995
Grupe Conference Center

, . . +,

Those scholars (21) who are also selected for summer research
internships in their junior year receive:
$2 ,400 stipend for a summer research project
up to S140 reimbursed for transportation to research sites
$300 for summer room or board during the research project
up to $420 reimbursed to present papers at conferences
a required research methods course before beginning the summer research
internship
The Mc Nair Scholars Program is funded by the U.S. Dept. of Education to encourage select
students to obtain their doctoral degrees (Ph.D). *Congress created the
program as a tribute to Dr. Ronald E. McNair, a physicist, who excelled in his career and who
died aboard the 1984 flight of the Challenger shuttle.

+
+
+
+
+

Call 963-2793 or come to Bouillon l 04
for information and an application
*applicants must meet the U.S. Dept. of Education selection criteria. Applicants
must be either low-income and first-generation college students or women, ethnic
minority arid disabled students who are underrepresented in doctoral degrees.
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This talk examines the arithmetic
of steady growth, the doubling time
for such growth, and the large
numbers one gets when steady
growth continues over modest
periods of time. The examination then
turns to what happens when one has
steady growth in a finite environment.
These concepts are applied to populations and to fossil fuels such as
petroleum and coal. A series of recommendations is given for dealing
with the problems that are revealed
by the very simple arithmetic.
Albert Bartlett is · Professor
emeritus of Physics at the University
of Colorado. He has served on the
scientific staffs of the Nobel Institute
of Physics and the Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory, and has
received numerous awards for his
work in physics and physics
education. Dr. Bartlett has written and
spoken extensively on growth and its
consequences, often challenging
commonly held opinion.

Persons ol d1sabihly may make arrangements

for reasonable .:iccommodauons by calling 509963· 1858 or by leaving a message on TDD
509-963-3323. Central Washington U111vers1ty
is a AA/EEO Tille IX lnslltuticn
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'Cats heading back to Bellingha01
by Curt Nelson
Staff reporter
Despite rain and a drenched field,
Central's football team was able to
hold off Eastern Oregon 21-13, and
keep their season alive.
"In the fourth quarter, the game
was won by heart, rather than talent," said head coach Jeff Zenisek.
Next week the Wildcats are due
to take on top ranked · Western ·
Washington University in the first
round of the playoffs. The Vikings
finished in first place in the league
standings, so the Wildcats had to
settle for an at-large bid to the playoffs.
"We feel great, we're very positive ... If we played Western ten
times, we'd win five, and they'd
win five." Zenisek said.
Central finished the regular season ranked 14 in the nation, which
was enough to get them into the
post-season playoffs.
Before Saturday the Wildcats
were ranked 15, butthe team ranked
14 lost, allowing Central to move
up.
Against Eastern Oregon, the
Wildcats did not use fl ashy plays or
long passes to win. They stayed on
the ground and used short passes to
grind out a fourth quarter comeback.
"It was a mud bowl," said junior
tight end Todd Murray . "The short
passing and running games are what
was working."
All three Wildcat touchdowns
were scored on the ground, the first
two on pair of one yard runs by
senior running back Jamie Christian .
Christian had a season high 30
carries for 94 yards, to go along
with five catches for 30 yards.

a

"He wanted the ball 30 times, so
wegaveittohim30times,"Zenisek
said.
The third score was on a six yard
scramble by seniorquarterback Jon
Kitna, set up the play before by a 23
yard run by Christian.
Kitna did not have a touchdown
pass on the game for the first time
this season.
He did lead the team on scoring
drives of 95 and 85 yards, on his
way to throwing for 308 yards on
29 of 46 passing, to go along with
ten rushes for 24 yards.
Kenny Russaw carried the biggest load among receivers, catching eight passes for 111 yards. He
also had a key 31 yard reception
during the final Central scoring
drive.
Ru ssaw was joined by Murray,
·who caught five passes for42 yards,
and Senior wide receiver E.J.
Henderson, who had 50 yards on
three receptions.
Henderson's yardage left him
with a regular season total of 875,
which was 65 short of the school
record for receiving yards in a season .
The total was good enough for
second on the all-time list.
. The Wildcat defense once again
held it ' s opponents to under 350
total yards. It was the sixth straight
game that the defense had accomplished that feat.
The Mountaineers got 344 yards,
split evenly between passing and
running.
"Overall the defense played
good," Zenisek said. "They made
made a couple of bad plays, but the
defensive backs played real well."
Central's defensive attack was
keyed by turnovers,_and disrupting
the Mountaineers passes . On the

Chris Urrutia/Photo editor

The Wildcats take on #1 Western Washington this weekend in Bellingham.
day the Wildcats had two interceptions, and forced two fumbles.
Senior cornerback Montreux
Macon had both interceptions for
the Wildcats, and he also caused
and recovered a fumble. His first
interception set up a 35 yard drive·
that gave Central it's first touchdown .
The Mountaineers were led offensively by running bac,ks, Doug

Mccann and Chris Vogt.
McCann had I 06 yards on 14
carries, and scored EOSC's second
touchdown on a 20 yard run. Vogt
had 17 carries for 67 yards, and two
receptions for 25 yards .
"Their fullback (Mccann) was a
lot better then we thought he would
be .. ., he killed us ," Zenisek said.
This Saturday's game against
Western will be in Bellingham, at

1:30p.m.
The other team in the area to
make the playoffs is Pacific
Lutheran University, and if they
win their game Sat!-lrday, they will
take on the winner of the Central
game.
There are no games over Thanksgiving break, so the second round
of the playoffs will be Saturday,
Dec. 2.

Women's soccer team wraps up winning Season
"We started out really well, then the spirits started to die, and we pulled it together by the end." - Holly Smith
just a little disappointing at the end,"
senior Erin Hamilton said.
Staff reporter
Other players echoed Hamilton's
sentiment.
The Central women's soccer
"We started out really well,"
team had a winning season this Holly Sm :-11 said. "Then the spirits
year, for the fi_r~t . time in, ~ long started to die and we pulled it totime. However, the players- still gether again by the end (of the
• aren't satisfied. Is it because_ the. s·eason)."
. women' sthved tor excellence:and . The 'Cats placed fourth in con· . fell a little .short?
ference play.
··we had a great team, but it was
The team was young however,

by Kim Echols

giving next year's team a chance to
work on things that need to be fixed.
The team will be losing only three
senior players this year: Hamilton,
Kerry Moffat and Darcy Neil.
Smith is optimistic about next
season's prospects already.·
"We are excited (for) the start of.
the season," she said. "I hope we
can come into the season in shape
to show the coaches we are serious."

The main weakness the team had She also said everyone got along
was that of mental lapses, which and was willing to work hard.
players readily acknowledged.
Oth~r strengths came from the
"Some of our mental lapses cost coaching of Larry Foster and Asus some games," said Hamilton.
sistant Coach Matt Froehle."
Neil said, "We had all the talent
Both coaches worked really hard.
in the world,lfot sometirrie's 'we just · ·Matt was great with the workouts
didn't click and the mental lapses and foster was good with tactical
cost us some of our games."
things," Smith .said.
Other weaknesses included the
"Both coaches were really knowlteam playing more as individuals edgeable. We appreciated their
than a team said Smith.
time and energy that they put into
However, having good individual the team. They did extra things that
players . was recognized as being most coaches wouldn't do," said
their main strength also. A lot of Neil.
the players could hold their own.
This w~s shown by the end of the
year achievement awards. Neil was
named Defender-of-the-Year in the
women's division . Melissa Sawyer was the only freshman named
Ticke~s for the .game against
on the all-star team. Neil, Sawyer
Western can be purchased al
and Moffat were named to the
the Cashiers office in Barge
women's team. Hamiltonrecieved
H~H~~lil Z R;m on Friday.
honorable mention honors on the
Pric~s are $8 for adults and
women's team.
$4for studentswith I.D.
Neil listed some of the teams
strengths as being, everyone was
go~ng for the same goal and that
was to win. This was a positive.

Football tickets!.

. Missy Budde steaks past a defender. in a match earlier this year.

Go 'Cats!!
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Wildcat wrestlers grapple with YVC for first win of season
by Mike Bellamy
· Staff reporter

Central' s varsity wrestling
team took on some tough opponents last week.
The Wildcats were victorious
in their meet against Yakima
Valley Community College.
Th~y also won many matches
in a scrimmage with the T-Birds,
a wrestling club from Highline
Community College. Two of
Central' s wrestlers also placed in
the North Idaho College tournament last Saturday.
YVC brought in some real
competition for Central in last
Wednesday's meet.
The heavyweight match, which
pitted CWU's Tony Hoiby
against Adam Any, was a real
battle all ,the way. Even though Any, one of
YVC's best, came out with the
win, Hoiby, a sophomore, made
that win hard earned.
Bart Orth, a freshman, was
another Central wrestler who had
an outstanding match against
YVC. Orth's match was not only
his first collegiate win, but his
first match as well.
Head Coach Kevin Pine also
noted that junior Steve Gusse
wrestled we11, adding another vie-

I

tory to the Wildcat's win over for himself.
wrestling by Central, the scrimYVC.
Steve Gusse, a computer sci- mage resulted in an overall 22-19
"It was · a fun match," said ence major, also dominated his loss for the Wildcats.
Pine, a former Wildcat wrestler. opponent, the T-Birdteam capSince it was a scrimmage, and
"YVC always brings in a tough tain. Throughout the match Gusse not an official meet, the loss.
lineup."
kept the T-Bird at bay, skillfully doesn't count on the Wildcats'
Friday's
record.
scrimmage
Head Coach
against the
Kevin Pine was
T-Birds was
·
generally pleased
"It was a fun match ... YVC always brings in
with the scrimmage
very close.
It gave the a tough lineup, (but) we had .some great
despite the loss. He
stressed that it was
Wildcat's, wrestling." - Wrestling Coach Kevin Pine
who have
great practice for
the varsity team.
just begun .
their season, some good practice . scored his points, and after three
"We had some great wrestling," Pine said. "Steve Gusse
as well as a preview of some rounds won 7-1.
opponents they will be face in the
Although his victory was over was flawless."
future.
·
·
one of the club's top wrestlers,
The Wildcats had an impresJeremy Brummet' s match re- Gusse contended that his strat- sive showing at the North Idaho
College tournament.
sulted in a pin for the CWU sopho- egy was nothing fancy.
"I wanted to control the
Many Central wrestlers made
more and six points for the1Centakedowns and not make mis- it into the upper division rounds
tral wrestlers.
and two Wildcats walked away
Another match, won by CWU' s takes," he said .
In spite of some remarkable with first and second place in
Chris Dockter, went into sudden
death overtime during which
Docktor scored a takedown.
Senior wrestler Chad Requa
completely dominated his T-Bird
opponent, winning 15-6 and scordeep behind enemy lines.
ing almost all of his points with
From page 3
During Desert Shield, his unit
continuous takedowns.
was staged out of King Khalid
Requa let his opponent up after
l 60th Special Operations Aviation Military City, where they ran a
each takedown, giving the other
variety of missions at a break_-neck
Regiment.
wrestler some points, but he
The "Nightstalkers," as the 3rd pace. When the war started, their
would then quickly score points
of the 160th is known, are a squad- operational tempo picked up fur-

''

GULF: Veterans recall experiences

LINDER CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

ron that fly UH-60 Blackhawk and
CH-47 Chinook transport helicopters. Their specialty is night-time,
low level penetration of enemy territory, insertingsIJCcial forces units

ther still.
"I don't know how many missions we flew," he said. "We were
always on the go."
Besides performing his duties,

DR. MYRON LINDER ·
DR.· SANDY LINDER
962-2570
1011 N. Alder
Located ·close to campus

[Q)@~ ®:

Monday, November 20, 1995
SUB Cafeteria

WIY'!Gil®U'®:

(Club Central & Fountain Room)

tgJ
Planned Parenthood·
II~ of Central Washington

W§lffi@[ft):

CONFIDENTIAL • AFFORDABLE • RELIABLE

•Low Cost Birth Control
• Pregnancy Testing·
• Male Exams
• Depo Provera

their respective weight di visions.
Chad Requa took first place in
his division, beating North
Idaho's own Jesse Schaeffer,
while Tony Hoiby, a_ Wildcat
heavyweight, took second in his
division.
Hoiby, who lost 1-0 to
Clackamas Community Co11ege' s
Leo Sandoval in the final match,
also avenged his loss to YVC' s
Adam Any.
Hoiby defeated Any by a score
of 2-0.
The team wi 11 head north to
Canada this weekend for the
Simon Frasier International tournament, where Wildcat wrestlers
wi11 be competing in freestyle ·
matches with opponents from
around the world.
Last year's tournament included wrestlers from countries
such as Russia, Sweden, Korea,
and India.

•Annual Exams
• Infection Checks .
•Norplant
•Morning After Pill

312 North Pine• Ellensburg• 925-7113

5 -9pm Sign-up the
day of the event.

Win. a Turkey!
Five frames for all participants.

@

.

For more information call
963-3512!
·

Canned food donations
accepted for local shelter!

Jim I Jenni's

Duality Tattoo
Tak~ .the N. 1st exff _to: l
814 BN.1st St.' .
Yakima. WA

C509l 452-8287
Custom S. TRADITIONAL TATTOOING
1000's of Desi3ns
· Briihtest Colors available
Featured In SKINART a·

TArroo REVEW MAGAZINES
.ARTISTS: JM S. JENNI ROSAL
BODY PIERCING by JENNI

JIM &JENNI'S DUALITY TATTOOS
L THE BODY ART PROFESSIONALS!! l
"'Requires ProP~rlD:and Area' Re.s\d~nt I.D. ·
· · (college residentormilita ;fosidentacceptaJ:>le)

Beierman also got an education in
culture.
"It taught me that it's a sma11
world ... I got to see a different
culture in Saudi Arabia ... and I got
rid of some ethnocentric notions,"
he said.

Shane O'Donnell-Navy
When the war ended on February
28, 1991, there was still the job of
maintaining the uneasy peace in
the Persian Gulf. The nuclear
powered aircraft carrier USS
Abraham Lincoln took up station
in the Gulf to provide aircraft to
patrol Iraqi airspace.
At the time, Shane O'Donnell
was a petty officer third class in the
navy, assigned to VFA-94, a
fighter/attack squadron aboard the
Lincoln.
O'Donnell, a 25-year-old geogr~phy major from Federal Way,
was an avionics technician, responsible for the operability of the radar, radio, weapons control and
navigation systems on each of the
F-18 Hornets of the "Mighty
Shrikes."
When troops started going to the
Gulf for Desert Shield, O'Donnell
was stationed with his squadron at
Lemoore Naval Air Station near
Fresno, Calif.
"We pretty much knew when
Desert Shield started we'd be going," he said.
Arriving at the tail end of the war
didn't lessen the seriousness of the
job o ;nonnen and his'. fellow.s:ail,
qrs- had to perform. · ,Wtje'.t~er ·i'.R: '
training 'o"r' ~ombat, 'tnere always. · .
was the risk of someone getting
hurt.
"We only lost one pilot...there
wasn't enough steam pressure and
he had a 'cold cat' (catapult) on
take off and he went right over the
side," O'Donnell said.
Reflecting on the experience,
Shane saw his participation in the
Gulf War as part of the package he
signed for when he enlisted .
"I figured that I knew it (war)
was part of the job. When I enlisted I didn't think there would be
one, but since there was I just took
it as part of my duty."
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Bloocl, swe-a t a-n d-T-shirts:
Intramural teams face off
in championship series
by Zac Larson
Staff reporter
New intramural champs were
crowned in co-ed volleyball,
flag football and basketball this
past week on campus.
Everyone involved was rewarded with intramural championship T-shirts for their ef.forts .
"It's an extra bonus (T-s,hirts)
for those teams· to show off,
and let everyone know who the
new champions are," said Jntram·ural Coordinator Bruce
Mace.
The first of the champions to
be crowned was flag football.
The final game was played last
Wednesday at 3 p.m. on the
intramural fields .
After a day and night of ~eavy
snowfall. the fields were co-I d
and frozen.
The two teams playing for
the title were The Dog Pound
and The Bomb ~quad II. Lead
by Hank Evans, the smallest
player on their team, The (Insert team here) rode to victory
on a 55 yard touchdown by
Evans.
The co -ed volleyball championship was determined by a
face off between the number
one and number tw o teams in

the league.
With an 8-1 record, Monkey
Spunk gave it their all, but were
denied by Dan Potters' team
who had the best record in the
league.
"It was a great battle, they
were good competition," said
captain Dan Potter.
The basketball championship
featured thy biggest underdogs
to reach the finals.
With a record of 1-6, the Jerky
Boys got the chance to make
Senior quarterback Jon Kitna was named offensive player of the
the playoffs because of the
year by the Mt. Rainier League Monday. He, along with nine other ·
disquilification to other teams
Wildcats, were recently named to the first team qf the Mt. Rainier allwho didn't have the necessary
stars. The other players nominated included Kenny Russaw, E.J.
spotsrnanship points. Headed
Henderson; Andy Lwanga, Scott Lemaster, Gary Michael, Todd
into the finals, the Jerky Boys
Murray, Kyle Pardin and Jay Spears.
had already proven a lot b.y making it that far.
However, their miracle ride ©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©®©
ended in a 71-59 loss to the top ©
©
ranked Hoopacholics.
©
©
"It was a battle between the ©
©
two best attitudes," said cap©
©
tain Dave Rockwood.
©
/
©
After an unbea~en season, the
~oopacholics expect tQ be back ©
©
©
©
nex~ quarter for .another run,
'?~0 ~T
~or
©
according to their point guard ©
Chad Boyler.
©
o . •-'"".-.a
©
COS V~& ~ Owu ,~~
©
"It ·was a good season, and I @
hope there is more teams out ©
©
there that will participate for ©
©
:@
the winter leagues," Mace said. ©
Winter leagues start on Jan . ©
©
8. Sec Page 12 for details.

FREE FINANCIAL AID!
Over $6 Billion in private sector grants &
scholarships is now available. All students
are eligible regardless of grades, income,
or parent's income. Let us help. Call
Student Financial Servic~s:
1-800-263-6495 ext. F60931
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2,000+/ month working on
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies.
World travel. Seasonal &fuil-time
employment available. No experience
necessary. For more information can
1-206-63.4-0468 ext. C60931

Kitna named league player·of the year

EARN CASH
.stuffing evelopes at home. Send SASE to
_P.O. Box 774, Olathe, KS 66051
***FREE TRIPS &CASH***
Find out how hundreds of students are
already earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS
OF CASH with America's·#1 Spring Break
company! Sell only 15 trips and travel free!
Choose Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, or
Florida! CALL NOW! TAKE ABfiEAK
STUDENT TRAVEL 1-(800)95-BREAK!

,..,O's D •sco D a.ice ~
,.'I
rat'•
f r•Aay fVo".. l 1
l f>r•z.e
besT

RAISE$$$
The Citibank fundraiser is here to help
you! Fast, easy no risk or financial
obligation-greeks, groups, clubs,
motivated individuals, Call Now. Raise
$500 in only one week. (800)862-1982
ext. 33

T
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©
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For the valley 's best high,

SKYDIVE YAKIMA
U.S.P.A. Group Member
Certified Instructors & Jurnpmasters

Tandem Jumps

Instruction & First
Jump $175
Leonard Kunz

Students needed! Fishing lndustr)i. Earn
up to $3000-$6000+ per month. Room
and Board! Transportation! Male or
Female. No experience
necessary. Call (206)545-4155 ext A60931

Available

"509-453-2847

Owner/Operator

©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©

~

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
DV-1 Greencard Program available.
1-800~660-7167 & (818)772-7168
#20231 Stagg St Canoga Park, CA 91306
SCUBA LESSONS & SUPPLIES
Sign up now. Contact John Moser Jr.
9,25-1272
$1750 WEEKLY
Possible mailing our circulars. No
experience required. Begin now. For info
call 301-306-1207.

© ~··

©

©
©
©
©

FOR SALE: 1990 SUZUKI SAMURAI
Roll Cage, soft top, CB, 53K miles, $3850.
ORO. Call 649-2316, 963-1185
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ATTENTION
DECEMBER GRADS I.

LOSE 10 LBS IN 14 DAYSNatureSlimDiet!Send$1 and a large
self-addressed. stamped envelope for
Samples and information package:
Nature's First, 1901 N. Walnut #115,
Ellensburg, WS 98926

-SUBSTANTIAL REWARD!Lost: In-ear Hearing Aid - 10/16/95
\· between Shaw-Smyser and Nicholson

a:

If you're looking for a progressive career in
sales, marketing or management, look no
further! As a management trainee; with
Enterprise Rent-A-Car, we will provide you

with classroom and hands-on training that will
help you learn all aspects of running a
RUBBER STAMPS
business. Promotions are 100% from within
and accessories, classes, stencils,
._ : and based sqlely ·o.n performance.
.. . ~tocking stutters. 413 _N; Main .925-7505 ·

•
EARN $500.NEXT iSEMt:STER! • .
' ··
· · • ·. Qualified ·cand\<1ates must have • ' • ' •
, ..
~
• · .· · •
•
·1 ·
,Marketing agency look1n,g f9r s!udent
•••
1 •
•
: ; ' '· • •, .•Il~BS pref~rred, f 1 m~Jors w,e,f;~.~e .~ . ~ ';· •~, ~ ' representative. Call·Neil,B0()-783-4237 •
, a
·
.:
.
•Strong communications skills
.
extention 344
.. " .
•Previous sales/customer service exp. a plus!
PROGRAM DIRECTOR
e Clean driving record ,
OF COMMUNITY PROGRAMS:
Average 1st year earnings:
Direct the development, implementation,
$23,000
operations and evaluation of YMCA
·
Average 2nd & 3rd year earnings:
community programs for Central and
$30,000 - $50,000
South Areas of Seattle. At least 70% of
Opportunities in:
time devoted to the Black Achievers
Spokane & Tri-Cities
, ~·prQgrartkHire, train, supervise:and
Sound in~?!? FAX resume to (106) 228-8858 · .;.'.~·staff and volunteert0.00~).
,,,,.......
Or send to:
~· Bach.el()f's degree in related ~i~td GT
·
, ,.,u;;;~ ... ,
. .. , .,.,
.. ·. ~ilalent. Requires excelleiit~r·;.~: Human Resource .Dept.
~":'n,~munication and o~z~tional
· ,..··.._,,.,....... 2000 B enson Rd :K.~
~
<'! ~~lls.-Mintmum of 2 years rela&H"
._ ,
·· " ·
.
,
· i '·"'
~:-:£...: .
•
-~ ·· expeAince. Minimum starting$lltary of
5:almll
··., · ,,.... :: Renton, WA 98?~.5.:ili · ~
, "'$111~ooth with an excell~it
• •

Now you can deck your halls with a collectible
holiday glass and get a juicy Homestyle® Deluxe
Single Burger, ·_hot crisp fries, soft.drink, ·and
a delicious sundae ... all at one gre~t pric~.
Start your holiday glass collectionnow. Jµst
ask for the Holiday Full Meal Dear
At participating Daicy,Queen ·· Brazier· Stores.

W
I-

lii'BZIB'®

We TreatYou Right®

Dairy Queen · stores are proud sponsors of the Children's Miracle
Network, which benefits local hospitals for children .

Pavilion 963-3337
SKI JOBS
students Needed!
Earn up to $1,500+/mo. working at a Ski
Resort this winter! Ski for Free+ many
other benefits! Call Vertical Employment
Group today: (206)634-0469 ext.V60932
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Questions,
call (206)
For additional
information and literature, please visit the Cent~r for
Career Services

~ .~t£~~~~~~~~e:~ ~Ms~!::rns,
Seattle, 909 Fourth Avenue, Seattle, WA
98104

101e.a
(al Ira l'lalaJ

925-2111

SIGN V1P FOR THE
ASCWlA

EMERGING LEADERS
CLASS
~
··

COM 496.1
WINTER QIAARTER
TlAESDAY5 2-4 PM

STOP BY
51.i!B 116

BY DEC. 8TH
.TO REGISTER

ATTENTION STUDENTS:
Big Buddies, GALA, STEPS, Students of Color
Coalition and Club Soda now have a new
phone number it is 963-1689.
, , , , , , , , , ,_, ", , , ,"'·· Correction: Christopher Walsh was appointed
to the Campus Health and· Safety Committee
not the Campus .Physical Environment
Committee.

